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Rainwater damage in Limburg 

https://www.facebook.com/ralph.bruls/videos/1523532371102629/

https://www.facebook.com/ralph.bruls/videos/1523532371102629/
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Dimensions of water storage capacity

Dutch law: a rain shower with a magnitude 

of one happening once in a 100 years, 

may not damage built-up areas. 

Example: 45 mm in 100 minutes.

This defines dimension of water storage 

capacity by water board  in Zuid-

Limburg a major problem as it is the only 

hilly part of NL

To find solutions, we need to know first: 

WHERE is damage expected?

Repetition periods of extreme rain showers:  

village Beek (L)
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Study area: village of Nuth (L) – built-up area
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How to find a location

 Use google streetview

 Take a look at the ‘Geo-viewer’

 Next, pinpoint your location.
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 Google maps, navigate towards the village of ‘Nuth’, use Satellite 

image

 Choose a starting point and drop the streetview pin. 

Google streetview
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Geo-viewer

 https://geoplaza.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?ap

pid=8f273c1f9655470fa4f0fecfce53b57c

 We collected spatial data for the students

 Combine different sources

https://geoplaza.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=8f273c1f9655470fa4f0fecfce53b57c
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Pinpoint location – Google My maps

 Where do you think there could be rainwater accumulation?

 Pin on the map.

 Choose the right layer, add a point.
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Outcome assignment 1
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What is the impact of a disaster?

VULNERABILITYHAZARD EXPOSURE
IMPACT 

of a disaster

A combination of                    and

The size/intensity of an extreme 

natural disaster (hazard)
The vulnerability of the exposed 

elements
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What is the impact of a disaster?
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What is the impact of a disaster?
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What is the impact of a disaster?
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Differences in vulnerability in Nuth, Barbarastraat
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Solutions to the problem

Land use change uphill

Water storage/infiltration in built-up area

Water

storage

basins

Flood

prevention

by locals
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Physical fieldwork is needed!

 To make a robust assessment, we need to go into the field!

 Check on digital findings (hypothesis)

 Ask people what they think

 Is Google streetview up-to-date?

 Etc.


